
Exodus
Quest Reference Sheet

The Hero Clotho
Start of Scene

Establish the scene by narrating where it takes 
place, who’s present, and what the current 
situation is. After the challenge, create a 
Thread.

Bargains
The Hero can ask you to create things for her. 
You choose whether or not to do so. When you 
create something for the Hero, there’s always 
a catch to the thing you create that complicates 
the Hero’s life.

Lachesis
During the Challenge

Establish the parameters of the challenge with 
the Hero. Decide what success looks like, and 
what the Hero risks. Roll the challenge dice. 
After the challenge, ask the question. Use the 
list below as inspiration.

Bargains
The Hero can ask you to change things for her. 
You choose whether or not to do so. When you 
change something for the Hero, you always 
change something else, too, to complicate her 
life.

Atropos
During the Challenge

Use the challenge dice to choose consequences. 
Establish what each consequence means.

Bargains
The Hero can ask you to destroy things for her. 
You choose whether or not to do so. When you 
destroy something for the Hero, its destruction 
always has unforeseen complications.

People
Ensign Claymont
Nick Harker, navigator
Doctor Emmaline Corry
Rick from Engineering
Mutinous crewmembers
Someone in need of inspiration
Peaceful aliens
Aliens in need
Stranded humans

Places
The Bridge
Engineering
Sick Bay
The Commissary
A desolate moon
A derelict ship
An asteroid belt
A murder scene
A small blue world
Outside the ship

Situations
Mechanical failure
Exoplanet detected
No fuel for a return journey
Supplies have gone missing
Everybody’s angry
People turning on each other
We’ve detected a beacon
Message from the Council
We found a stowaway
Sabotage!

Objects
An empty fuel cannister
A plasma rifle
A distress beacon
Survey equipment
A spent plasma cartridge
Faulty equipment
A laser cutter
An oxygen tank
A holovid table
An escape pod

Questions
What will you tell the crew?
What will you tell the Council?
Who will you punish?
How far off-course are you?
Why won’t they answer?
Who’s the biggest threat?
What are you willing to say?
Who do you trust?
When do you turn back?
Who gets to eat?

Bargain Costs
It’s a patch job at best
Somebody finds out
The power is diverted from elsewhere
It’s old, spoiled, or faulty
It’s clearly stolen
It’ll cost you something
It might cause damage
Not enough for everyone
Someone gets angry
Someone misunderstands


